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“…The “Quay of Columns” has been the noble way in to Lisbon for a long 
time- We introduce it here as a welcome card for this colloquium and for 
all those who want to join us in the search of new discoveries” 
 
                                     (Fragment from the Colloquium presentation) 
 
Plot: 

 “The dream in Couple and Family psychoanalysis is a “via regia” to reach the 
collective unconscious functioning. 
But its interpretation leads us to consider different questions- 
Which of our places do we visit? Which of the others ‘places? 
Which times? Which places, which times do the family we accompany visit? 
Which places of the family or the couple do we analyze, which places of the 
analyst?  
What do we create? Which sense? What do we organize? What about Eros? 
What about Thanatos? 
What about violence?  What about fear? What about bravery, what about 
love? 
What about the analyst´s love and lack of affection? What about the body? 
What about me? What about you in me? 
What about me in you? 
What do we discover or what do we construct? 
 
                                                                                - In the dream.” 
                                                                                 (Manuela Porto) 
 
 
The I Lisbon Colloquium 

The Lisbon Seminar, organized by Poïesis, the Portuguese Association of 
couple and family Psychoanalytical Psychotherapy, with the AIPCF 
sponsorship, took place on September 28th and 29th, 2013. 
116 people took part in this little colloquium, including 30 therapists 
from foreign countries (Argentina, Spain, France and Italy) 
29 communications were put forward. Herein are the titles and the 
authors (according to the order of presentation) 
-“The Dream, the Reverie and the mitopoïesis” – Alberto EIGUER 
-“Traumdeutung and Family – The psychology of the dream processes 
in the family” – José Pedro SEQUEIRA 
-“Myth, Word, Poiesis- what is the dream work?”- Manuela PORTO 



-“Pre-dream position of the analyst in session, in relation with the 
perverse movements that appear in the articulation of different 
pathogenic narcissist solutions” 
-“A family without truce” – Francoise MEVEL & Gerard MEVEL 
-“The psychoanalytical work with couple and family: the dream as a 
possibility of figurations of shared primitive traumatic scenes”- Daniela 
LUCARELLI 
-“Repetition in the dream and in the relationship”. The interlace 
between the relational past and the present relationship and its 
revelation in the dream”- Isabel MESQUITA 
-“The dream as a “vía regia” towards the couple unconsciousness: a 
case of infertility – Alexandra SÄ LEONARD & Carina BRITO da MANA  
-“The destiny of a clarified psychoanalytical search”-Henriqueta 
MARTINS & María EMILIA MARQUES 
-“How a sugar pyramid can facilitate the individuality and the 
separation of the members of a family group”- Marilena VOTTERO  
-“Turning into an adolescent: a dream or a family nightmare “– Isabel 
DUARTE 
-“To dream trauma to dream life”-Joana COELHO & Susana QUINTANO 
& Ana MARQUES LITO 
- “The baby dreamt by the Mother, the Father and the couple”-Nuno 
COTRALHA & Conceicao TEIXEIRA 
-“The dreamt baby, the dreamt family, and the “placenta paradigm” in 
the transition from pregnancy to maternity”-Eduarda CARVALHO 
-“Dreaming during/ pregnancy….Dreaming the baby”- Ana Paula 
CAMARNEIRO 
-“The two doors of the dream”- Deolinda COSTA 
-“The dream as a present of the past”- Otilia MONTEIRO FERNANDES 
-“Inter(views): the dream in the construction of identity”- María 
COELHO ROSA 
-“The oniric dimension in couple psychotherapy”:  link dreams and 
setting dreams- Fabio MONGUZZI 
-“The dream and breast cancer”: the developing role of the dream in 
the illness experienced by the couple”- Sónia REMONDES 
-“Transgenerationality and femininity”: dreams in the ethno 
psychoanalytical clinical practice”- Paula PERES di SALVATORE & María 
EMILIA MARQUES 



-“The parental couple: the search of a mitopoeïsis through dreams as a 
way to help to find the family mental health”- Elena GAYAN 
-“The session as an oniric space: dreams in the couple and therapeutic 
process”-Rosina CONSTANTE PEREIRA 
-“The resonance of the dream in couple and family psychoanalysis”- 
Ana MARQUES LITO 
-“Dreams shared by the analyst and the family”- Rosa JAITIN 
-“The dream as a bridge for the change among different mental 
functioning levels of the family”- Anna NICOLÓ 
-“The psychic group work of Reverie and figurability in couple and 
family psychoanalysis”- Pierre BENGHOZI 
“The group oniric holding in family psychoanalysis”- Christiane JOUBERT 
 
Considering the impossibility of publishing all of them, which would be 
interesting, due to the variety of points of view and perspectives or of 
investigation and clinical field works, where they came from, we herein 
present a sample of 11 communication texts from the Lisbon 
Colloquium. They will surely stimulate our thoughts about the dream 
and its functions in the awaken life of each one of us. 

José Pedro Sequeira starts from the Traumdeutung, and from ideas 
about the dream, exposed there by Freud, and then he goes through 
Beyond the Pleasure Principle to introduce the traumatic dream. But 
there are two fundamental items in his reflection: - on one side he 
reminds us that what is interpreted is the retelling of the dream and not 
the dream itself. On the other side he wonders about the dream which 
is not described in an individual device, but in a couple or family device. 
Communication falls into the difficulties of dreaming in family dynamics 
if the traumas that invade them block the psychic development, and 
consequently the oniric activity. 

In The oniric dimension in couple psychotherapy: link dreams  and field 
dreams, Fabio Monguzzi tries a conceptualization of different kinds of 
dreams, stating that we can distinguish levels concerning the “reading” 
of dreams in  couple psychotherapy: an individual level, which shows 
the plot of the dreamer´s  internal objects; a level related to the joint 
psychic organization of the “we” of the couple, a level related to the 
intersubjective field which includes the psychotherapist and both 



members of the couple, emerging at the “here and now” in the 
psychoanalytical work. It is illustrated with a clinical vignette. 

“Turning into”- is the main theme of the text by Isabel Gonzalez Duarte, 
which refers to adolescence, and to the dream of turning into an adult. 
She tells about this process, identifying it as a “tekne” (ability), using 
this term, to which Aristóteles gave, at the same time, a deeply creative 
meaning. Concerning this process - she considers it essentially as a 
transformation and construction period, during which the family plays a 
fundamental role (to prevent it from becoming a nightmare), as a 
“mirror place”, as “a field, a supporting place which allows the 
construction of subjectivity through the intersubjective relationship. 

Sonia Remondes-Costa illustrates her work with fragments of two 
clinical vignettes. From her point of view, cancer must not only be 
thought as a family affection, but also as an event in the sick person´s 
life. Breast, affections, relationship, sexuality and dream are concepts 
dynamically and intimately linked in the human psyche. The role of the 
dream is of the utmost importance in the elaboration of the illness 
experience in women with breast cancer, as well as the role of their 
partners, who elaborate with them the  dreams of anguish related to 
the illness. 

Henriqueta Martins and María Emilia Marques narrate a longitudinal 
study, applying observation and interview, including the last trimester 
of a risky pregnancy and the first trimester after the baby´s birth. 
There is an analytical reading about all the phenomena and 
transformations that occur in the constitution of the processes of 
“turning into”- a mother, a father, a triad (mother, father, baby)…The 
researcher´s presence and work, as well as his support, have allowed 
the transformation of negative aspects and the possibility of having 
good dreams. “In this intersubjective zone…”the researcher/therapist 
also dreams the couple´s dreams and nightmares. 

In her text, Daniela Lucarelli refers to the evolution of the dream 
concept (which, being an exclusively intrapsychic phenomena, includes 
a perspective from which it is seen as an “expression of a shared 
mental space”), and at the same time, to different ways of thinking its 
function (from a hallucinating satisfaction of the desire to a “curative 
function”) (Winnicott, 1947). In the couple setting she considers the 



dream as capable of”….filling in the non- representation vacuum and of 
picturing symbolically the experiences with a pre-symbolic origin and a 
traumatic nature…” (Cabré, 2013). She shows it very clearly, referring 
to couples by means of one of her clinical cases vignettes. 

Rosina Constante-Pereira reflects about “the session as an oniric place” 
and shows how the therapeutic link is constituted as a maternal oniric 
background, reinforcing the illusion space of the neo-group, and 
developing a “collective process reverie”, this is to say,  a dreaming 
together in session, and throughout the sessions, producing individual 
dreams knitted  in intersubjectivity. The accent is placed in the 
importance of countertransference and in the therapist’s supportive 
function, which is reinforced by the discovery of traces belonging to his 
own oniric cradle and to his family discourse, re-signified by experience, 
which allows an each time more flexible group oniric space. 

Christiane Joubert presents “the dream as a via regia that provides 
access to unconscious signifiers, in collusion in the tie, in the family-
therapist therapeutic neo-group. It is as if “these signifiers provided by 
the transgenerational order and clinging onto the subject´s body” were 
revealed by the dream and could be unfastened from the body to 
become mobile again…due to the transference and countertransference 
dynamics. The author illustrates these psychic facts, using clinical 
vignettes which show the work on the signifiers in family 
psychoanalytical therapy, and on their appearance in the family and in 
the neo-group (what Ruffiot defined as “oniric group holding”) 

Myth, Word, Poïesis- what is the dream work? – by Manuela Porto starts 
from the analysis of the dreams of a couple belonging to families from 
different origin and cultures: He comes from a colonized family, she 
comes from a colonist family, both living in the same territory.Which 
work, which procedures, leaving from the dream sensorial language, 
allow to lead into the revealing of a “sense” that turns it into a creative 
process? “Temporality” is always present, being linked to psychic 
transmission, to repetition, to myths about origins, to the times of the 
dreams…._creative, revealing and restorative work- and to the times of 
analysis. 

Paula Peres di Salvatore and María Emilia Marques take into account the 
key idea that subjectivity process is unseparated from transgenerational 



experiences. In this way, the authors, apart from a revision about the 
principal literature based on the psychic transmission theme, exposing 
ideas already present in Freud, describe how they used a qualitative 
methodology, applying observation and psycho-social interview, with 
retellings about dreams and myths. The chosen population is 
constituted by three generations of women belonging to each family 
(women with residence in Portugal).  

“Dream Resonance in Couple Psychoanalysis” is the unconscious 
communication phenomena…” (Anzieu) studied and presented by Ana 
Marquez Lito in her text. The author herein states that “The 
psychoanalytical reconstitution of the family history paves enables the 
dream, the reverie searching original phantasies and/or 
transgenerational problematic Nods gathered in the present suffering 
that paves the way to the demand….” (Lito & Ferreira in press). She 
illustrates her communication with a clinical vignette about a couple 
who had a psychoanalytical treatment for four years. 

Firstly, we would like to thank Proffesor A. Eiguer , who was the first in 
having the idea of holding a colloquium in Lisbon, and who believed in 
our young Association (at that moment we were only four) ability to 
organize it. The theme was left at our hands. 

We thank AIPCF for their support, in the financial aspect, and in the 
colloquial promotion. 

We also thank to all the colleagues who came either from abroad or our 
country, and to all the members of our association who participated, or 
worked hard on the organization projects. 

Our gratitude also goes to all those who chaired and stimulated the 
Communication panels or the plenary sessions: Alberto Eiguer, Eduardo 
Grinspon, Carlos Perez- Testor, Francoise Mével, Daniela Lucarelli and 
Lois Simoes Ferreiras, among others. 

We finally thank to the co-directors of the AIPCF (Proffesor Ezequiel 
Jaroslavsky and David Benhaïm) for their availability to publish this 
issue about the Lisbon Colloquium. 

 There has been, among all of them, a truly poïetic spirit – a joint 
construction, an enthusiastic and creative dialogue. 



 

 

 

 

 


